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 buildingbuildingEngineEngine comes as a .comes as a .otlotl
 A Houdini library of digital assetsA Houdini library of digital assets
 First thing, you must install the libraryFirst thing, you must install the library
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 Install Digital Asset LibraryInstall Digital Asset Library

44

 Select Select buildingbuildingEngineEngine
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 Now, letNow, let’’s do the outline of our buildings do the outline of our building
 Swap to a Swap to a ““top viewporttop viewport””

66

 And create a Curve nodeAnd create a Curve node
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 And draw a (2D) polygon!And draw a (2D) polygon!
 (try not to make it too big or too small(try not to make it too big or too small……

about 10x20 units would be ok)about 10x20 units would be ok)

88

 Switch back to a Switch back to a ““perspective viewportperspective viewport””
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 And rename our object to And rename our object to ““buildingbuilding””

You can 
take the 
grid out
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Extrude nodeExtrude node

 And now add an Extrude (Digital Asset) And now add an Extrude (Digital Asset) 
nodenode
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Extrude nodeExtrude node

 Extrude is used to generate the mass Extrude is used to generate the mass 
model from the building lotmodel from the building lot

1212

 But nothing can be seen!But nothing can be seen!
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Filters and ProductsFilters and Products

 All All buildingbuildingEngineEngine nodes work with a system of nodes work with a system of 
filtersfilters and and productsproducts..

 A A filterfilter is used to select the geometry we are is used to select the geometry we are 
going to operate ontogoing to operate onto

 A A productproduct is what this node producesis what this node produces
 They are modeled as Houdini They are modeled as Houdini groupsgroups

 So, the curve has no label and the Extrude node So, the curve has no label and the Extrude node 
does not know on what to operate!does not know on what to operate!

1414

 So, letSo, let’’s create a Group Geometry node, to s create a Group Geometry node, to 
add a label to the polygonadd a label to the polygon
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 Our label will be Our label will be ““lotlot””

1616

 Now, we can configure our Extrude nodeNow, we can configure our Extrude node
–– FilterFilter: lot: lot
–– productproduct: mass: mass
–– height: 10 (?)height: 10 (?)
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 Now, create a new Now, create a new 
Comp nodeComp node

 And wire the Extrude And wire the Extrude 
into itinto it

?

1818

 First, set the filter to massFirst, set the filter to mass
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 Now, set the number of componentsNow, set the number of components……
in our case, 3:in our case, 3:
–– front front  facadefacade
–– side side  sidessides
–– Top Top  roofroof

2020

 Our new model is identical to the previous Our new model is identical to the previous 
oneone……

 Except that no bottom was selected!!!Except that no bottom was selected!!!
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 Now, lets subdivide the facade into floorsNow, lets subdivide the facade into floors
 For that, create a For that, create a SubdivSubdiv node and wire node and wire 

our Comp node into itour Comp node into it

2222

 ChooseChoose
–– filterfilter: facade: facade
–– Axis: Y (default)Axis: Y (default)
–– Divisions: 2Divisions: 2

 Uncheck ApproximateUncheck Approximate
 Value: 2 (absolute)Value: 2 (absolute)
 Product: Product: bottomFloorbottomFloor

 Check ApproximateCheck Approximate
 Value: 1 (approximate)Value: 1 (approximate)
 Product: floorsProduct: floors
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 As this node is As this node is ““tunedtuned””
for facade, itfor facade, it’’ll only ll only 
work on the facadework on the facade

 It will result in two It will result in two 
divisions: one fixeddivisions: one fixed--size size 
for the first floorfor the first floor

 And other representing And other representing 
the other floorsthe other floors
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 Now, letNow, let’’s divide the floors area into its s divide the floors area into its 
several several ““floorfloor”” areasareas

 For that, create a Repeat opFor that, create a Repeat op
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Repeat nodeRepeat node

 Is identical to a repeated Is identical to a repeated subdivsubdiv nodenode
 It performs as many subdivisions as It performs as many subdivisions as 

possible given possible given 
–– The desired individual areaThe desired individual area
–– The total area to subdivideThe total area to subdivide
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 SetSet
–– filter = floorsfilter = floors
–– Product = floorProduct = floor
–– Axis = Y (default)Axis = Y (default)
–– Check ApproximateCheck Approximate
–– Value = 1.5 (approximate)Value = 1.5 (approximate)

Repeat nodeRepeat node
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Repeat NodeRepeat Node
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 Create another Repeat Create another Repeat 
nodenode

 Wire the first one into Wire the first one into 
this onethis one

 SetSet
–– Filter = floorFilter = floor
–– Product = windowProduct = window
–– Axis = XAxis = X
–– Value = 1.5 approximateValue = 1.5 approximate

Repeat node (II)Repeat node (II)
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Repeat node (II)Repeat node (II)
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SubdivSubdiv (II)(II)

 Create a Create a SubdivSubdiv for the for the 
1st floor1st floor

 Connect Subdiv1 to itConnect Subdiv1 to it
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 Set:Set:
–– filter = filter = bottomFloorbottomFloor
–– Axis = XAxis = X
–– Divisions = 3Divisions = 3

 bottomWindowsbottomWindows
 Value = 1 approximateValue = 1 approximate

 doordoor
 Value = 2 absoluteValue = 2 absolute

 bottomWindowsbottomWindows
 Value = 1 approximateValue = 1 approximate

SubdivSubdiv (II)(II)

3232

SubdivSubdiv (II)(II)
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NonNon--linearity!linearity!

 With With buildingbuildingEngineEngine, , 
we can be nonwe can be non--linear!linear!

 For instance, wire the For instance, wire the 
Subdiv2 into the Subdiv2 into the 
Repeat2 already Repeat2 already 
createdcreated

 Simply add Simply add 
bottomWindowsbottomWindows to to 
the Repeat2 the Repeat2 filterfilter!!
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NonNon--linearity!linearity!
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Insert nodeInsert node

 Now, letNow, let’’s insert some real geometry!s insert some real geometry!
 For that, letFor that, let’’s create an Insert nodes create an Insert node
 And wire the Repeat2 to it.And wire the Repeat2 to it.

3636

 SetSet
–– filter = windowfilter = window
–– Product = ?Product = ?
–– Asset File = choose!Asset File = choose!
–– RotateYRotateY = 180 = 180 

(depends on your (depends on your 
asset)asset)

–– Uncheck Uncheck ““relative zrelative z””
–– Scale Z = 0.3Scale Z = 0.3

Insert nodeInsert node
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Insert nodeInsert node

3838

 LetLet’’s create another Insert node for the s create another Insert node for the 
doordoor

Insert nodeInsert node
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 SetSet
–– filter = doorfilter = door
–– Product = ?Product = ?
–– Asset File = choose!Asset File = choose!
–– Uncheck Uncheck ““relative zrelative z””
–– Scale Z = 0.3Scale Z = 0.3

Insert nodeInsert node

4040

Insert nodeInsert node
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Object_mergeObject_merge nodenode

 This is a standard Houdini nodeThis is a standard Houdini node
 Useful to visualize several nodes at onceUseful to visualize several nodes at once
 Like the Merge node, but without the Like the Merge node, but without the 

wires!wires!

4242

 Set number to 2Set number to 2
 And choose the insert And choose the insert 

nodes!nodes!

Object_mergeObject_merge nodenode
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Object_mergeObject_merge nodenode

4444

More nonMore non--linearitylinearity
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More nonMore non--linearitylinearity
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More nonMore non--linearitylinearity
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Visualizing the entire modelVisualizing the entire model

4848

Add the roof to the visualizationAdd the roof to the visualization

 At the At the Object_mergeObject_merge, increase the number to 3, increase the number to 3
 And add the Comp1 nodeAnd add the Comp1 node
 But do not forget to add But do not forget to add onlyonly the roof group!the roof group!
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The entire model!The entire model!
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HDAHDA
 If wanted, we can create an HDA with the If wanted, we can create an HDA with the 

building nodes.building nodes.
 For instance addFor instance add

–– Building height (from Extrude)Building height (from Extrude)
–– First floor height (from Subdiv1)First floor height (from Subdiv1)
–– Floor height (from Repeat1)Floor height (from Repeat1)
–– Door with (from Subdiv2)Door with (from Subdiv2)
–– Window width (from Repeat2)Window width (from Repeat2)
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The entire model as an HDA!The entire model as an HDA!


